IRBNet Guidance for using the Wizard/SMART Application Form:

The guidance in this document is intended to help you navigate through completing the IRBNet Wizard/SMART application form (i.e., the IRB application form for a new study). The Wizard application form is a smart form that uses a logic-tree design. The form will prompt you to enter information that is relevant to your specific study and needed to facilitate the IRB review process. As such, the Wizard application form will function as a replacement for previous application documents (i.e., Exempt application form, Expedited application form, Full/Convened Board application form). These documents will no longer need to be submitted with new projects.

The Wizard application form does NOT replace the study-related Protocol Synopsis or Site-Specific Protocol Information (for Sponsored Clinical Trials), consent/HIPAA Authorization forms, recruitment materials, waiver requests, or any other applicable, study-related documents.

The North Texas Regional IRB recommends that you complete the Wizard application form first, as it will provide you with a list of other documentation that is needed to complete your submission (based on your responses).

Please feel free to contact Itzel Pena Perez (Itzel.Pena@unthsc.edu, 817-735-0673) or Tania Ghani (Tania.Ghani@unthsc.edu, 817-735-2038) if you have any questions about how to complete the Wizard application form.
How to Create a New Project and Access the Wizard Application Form in IRBNet:

1. Navigate to www.irbnet.org and login using the username and password you created from the previous section. If you have not created an account, please follow the necessary steps to register for an account.

   Please note that IRBNet sessions will time out. Ensure you are saving changes/refreshing the page frequently in order to avoid losing work.

2. On the left side of the page, select Create New Project, under “My Projects.”
3. The following screen will appear:

4. Enter the title of the project and your name. If the study is sponsored, please enter the sponsor / funding agency’s name in the sponsor box. The keywords box may be useful for you if you have several studies and need to find this study at a later time based upon a specific keyword. Once you have entered this information, click Continue.

5. You will be taken to the Designer page and this screen. The "Read Me First" document will provide IRBNet guidance specific to the North Texas Regional IRB. Please note that the IRB recommends downloading the necessary blank forms, document templates and reference materials after completing the Wizard application form as your responses to the Wizard application form will guide you on what will need to be submitted.
6. After reviewing the “Read Me First” document, proceed to “Step 2” of the Designer page to access the Wizard application form. To begin the application form, click “Start a Wizard” (you will need to select “North Texas Regional IRB – New Protocol Application Form” from the drop-down that appears):

Please note that only the “North Texas Regional IRB – New Protocol Application Form” will be available for use.
How to Complete the Wizard Application Form in IRBNet:

7. If this is the first project you are submitting in IRBNet, select “Create a new wizard from scratch”.

If you have submitted a previous project using the Wizard application form, you can “Clone one of my existing wizards” to copy information from a previous submission. The IRB recommends cloning forms only when creating similar types of studies.

For this example, we will “Create a new wizard from scratch”, then select “Continue”. 
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8. You will be taken to the Introduction page. Please follow the instructions provided, then click "Next":

9. Please fill in the applicable information about the principal investigator (PI):
10. If the Principal Investigator is the study coordinator/contact person for the study, please select “Yes”. After hitting “Next”, you will be taken to the “Additional Research / Key Personnel Information” page. However, if the PI is not the study coordinator/contact person, please select “No”. After hitting, “Next”, you will be taken to the “Study Coordinator / Contact Person” page.

If you selected “No” (i.e., the PI is not the coordinator or contact person), you will be taken here:

If you selected “Yes” (i.e., the PI is the coordinator or contact person), you will be taken here:
11. Please provide information about other pertinent Research/Key Personnel. The IRB recommends listing only the main personnel in the Wizard application form and providing a complete list of research personnel in the protocol synopsis, as this will prevent the need to update the form whenever there is a key personnel change in your study:
12. The Wizard application form will guide you through questions about the study. Based on answers to certain questions, the Wizard application form will generate the appropriate additional pages that need to be completed. Not all of the additional pages will be generated for every project.

a. First, you will be asked to provide information about the project’s Funding Source(s). Please note that you may select multiple funding sources, as applicable.
b. Listed below are all of the possible “funding source” options, which are followed by the type of information that will be requested on the subsequent page after you click “Next”.

- **Federal Agency**: Specific Institute and specific award number
- **Pharmaceutical / Device Company / Sponsor**: Specific sponsor and protocol/grant number
- **Industry (Other than Pharmaceutical)**: Specific industry and protocol/grant number
- **State / Local Government Funding**: Specific state / local funding and protocol/grant number
- **Non-Profit Organization**: Specific Sponsor and protocol/grant number
- **Institutional Internal Grant Funding Program**: Account number and protocol / grant number
- **Unfunded Research**
- **Other funding**: Funding source and protocol/grant number
13. In the next section, you will be asked to enter information about the Contract Research Organization (CRO).

i. If there is no CRO, enter “Not Applicable”

14. You will then be asked to describe the purpose of the study. The IRB recommends keeping the purpose brief, as you will still need to submit a detailed protocol synopsis, or site-specific protocol information. However, please note there is no character limit on this page.
15. The Project Information page will ask you to provide information about Certificate of Confidentiality, the subject population to be included in the study, recruitment of subjects, and any waivers being requested.

16. On the next page, you will select the Type of Review, which will be followed by a page that asks you about the Type of Research Project. Your selections on these pages will generate the information that is requested on subsequent pages. The screenshots and charts (below) outline the type of information that will be requested, based on your responses.
17. The Type of Research Project section will ask you to indicate if this is an Investigator-Initiated Study, Student / Resident Research Project, or a Clinical Trial.
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18. Then, you will be asked if the study is subject to FDA Regulations. Please note this page will appear regardless of the type of review or type of research project selected.
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19. The Wizard application form will then request the location where the research will be taking place. Please note this page will appear regardless of the type of review or type of research project selected.
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20. Following the Research Locations, the form will ask if other IRBs are involved in the approval of the project. Please note this page will appear regardless of the type of review or type of research project selected.

21. Based on your responses to items 16 & 17 above (Type of Review & Type of Research Project pages), a series of questions will appear for you to complete.

a. For example, if “Full Board Protocol” is selected (on the Type of Review page) followed by “Investigator Initiated” (on the Type of Research Project page), the following pages will be generated:
b. If “Full Board Protocol” followed by “Clinical Trial” is selected, the following pages will be generated:

- Full Board Protocol

- ClinicalTrial.gov posting information

- If yes, is this a drug trial?
  - If yes, phase and information pertaining to the drug will be requested.

- If yes, information about the device will be requested.
  - Is the device a Humanitarian Use Device?
  - If yes, information about the Humanitarian Use Device will be requested.

Some screenshots relevant to FDA studies are provided below. Note: These will only generate if you have previously selected “Yes,” when asked if the study is regulated by the FDA.
c. If the “Type of Review” selected is “Exempt”, subsequent pages will ask for information related to risk and category. See the graphic below for an example scenario:

Based on the category(ies) that you select, the subsequent page (or pages, depending on your selection) will generate. You will need to complete the information on these subsequent pages as applicable.
d. If the “Type of Review” selected is “Expedited”, subsequent pages will ask for information related to category and type of study. See the graphic below for an example scenario:

Based on the category(ies) that you select, the subsequent page (or pages, depending on your selection) will generate. You will need to complete the information on these subsequent pages as appropriate.
22. The Biological Information page will ask if the study involves Human Specimens Storage. If so, provide a description in the required field (Note: there is no character limit in this field).

REMINDER: Please note that there will not be a specific place in this section/page to provide an electronic, or physical signature. Therefore, the Principal Investigator (PI) must electronically sign the submission package in IRBNet before the project is formally submitted to the North Texas Regional IRB. This will require the PI to log into IRBNet and sign the package.

23. Signature and Investigator Responsibilities: This page will appear for all studies. The PI/investigator should read this page, and ensure they understand each item as written (or contact IRB staff with any questions). Clicking “Next” will take you to the last page of the application form.
24. The last page includes instructions and a list of all applicable documents/forms that need to be submitted in IRBNet in addition to the study application. The items on this page generate based on the investigator’s responses within the Wizard application form (NOTE: If the investigator goes back to previous sections of the form and makes any revisions that affect the items included in this list, the listed items will change based on the revised responses):
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- Curriculum Vitae (CV) - Required for PI only
- Medical licenses for all applicable key personnel
- COI Disclosure Form(s)
- Consent Form
- FDA IND Determination Letter
- HIPAA Authorization Form, if involving health information
- Human Subjects Research Training Credentials
- Investigator Brochure(s)/Package Insert(s)
- Request for Waiver of HIPAA Authorization
- Request for Waiver of Informed Consent
- Site-Specific Protocol Information for Sponsored Clinical Trials
- Sponsor/Clinical Protocol
- Standardized Test(s)/Assessment(s)
- Survey(s)/Questionnaire(s)

The list of required documentation will differ based on your responses to the Wizard application form.

25. Once the investigator hits the “Save/Exit” button, they will be taken back to the Designer page.
26. On the Designer page, the Wizard application form (titled “North Texas Regional IRB – New Protocol Application Form”) will now appear as a new document in the package:

27. By clicking the “View this Document” button (document icon, as shown in screenshot above), the investigator can download a PDF version of their completed Wizard application Form.
28. Note that throughout the application form, you have the option to “Jump” to another section.

a. Click the drop down, select the section you wish to visit, and select “Jump”.
A few reminders:

(1) Researchers must still upload and submit a study-related Protocol Synopsis (e.g., Site-Specific Protocol-Information for Sponsored Clinical Trials, Protocol Synopsis for Chart Review studies, Protocol Synopsis for Survey Research, etc.). The IRBNet Wizard (SMART) Application form does NOT replace the Protocol Synopsis or any other study document. The Wizard Application form is the general application that is submitted with every new study.

(2) Given this new electronic application form, there is no longer a traditional place for the Principal Investigator to provide a physical signature. Therefore, the Principal Investigator (PI) must electronically sign the submission package in IRBNet before the project is formally submitted to the North Texas Regional IRB. This will require the PI to log into IRBNet and sign the package.

(3) Researchers do NOT need to fill out the IRBNet Wizard Application form for projects that have already been approved by the IRB (i.e., existing projects). Researchers are only required to use the IRBNet Wizard Application form for any NEW projects that are submitted on, or after, May 1, 2019.

(4) Post-IRB Approval: If you request an amendment/modification to the protocol, and the proposed amendment/modification will affect critical information found in the Wizard Application form, then you will need to update/modify the information in the Wizard Application form. Please note that the “track changes” / redline feature is not available within the Wizard Application form; therefore, you will need to describe the modifications (that you make to the Wizard Application form) in the memo accompanying your Amendment/Modification.

*As a general reminder, Full Board submissions MUST be received by CLOSE OF BUSINESS (5:00 PM CT) on the day of the submission deadline in order to be considered for the upcoming IRB Meeting.*

Contact Itzel Pena Perez (Itzel.Pena@unthsc.edu, 817-735-0673) or Tania Ghani (Tania.Ghani@unthsc.edu, 817-735-2038) if you have any questions on completing the Wizard application form.

CONGRATULATIONS!! You have completed the IRBNet Wizard application form! 😊